GROUP SUBSCRIPTIONS

SCMP COMPASS  Content Discovery at Your Fingertips

What is SCMP Compass?
SCMP Compass is a powerful, comprehensive, and fully searchable content platform bringing historical perspectives alive through the infusion of today’s digital and data technology, covering the South China Morning Post Historical Archives (1903-present).

What can it be used for?
SCMP Compass delivers the historical record of not only Hong Kong, but of China’s development and the growth of Asia. Every article, advertisement, classifieds, and market listing is searchable — shown both individually and in the context of the full page and issue of the day.

SHAPING YOUR TEACHING AND RESEARCHING EXPERIENCE WITH SCMP COMPASS TODAY.

2.4M+ Photos & Videos
2.2M+ Articles
106K+ Infographics
600K+ Pages

SCMP Compass can be an add-on feature or standalone subscription that will enhance your team’s knowledge and foundation with the expertise and history of Hong Kong, China, and Asia.

For more information and to request a free trial please contact groupsubs@scmp.com